Automation bias (AB)dthe tendency to over-rely on automationdhas been studied in various academic fields. Clinical decision support systems (CDSS) aim to benefit the clinical decision-making process. Although most research shows overall improved performance with use, there is often a failure to recognize the new errors that CDSS can introduce. With a focus on healthcare, a systematic review of the literature from a variety of research fields has been carried out, assessing the frequency and severity of AB, the effect mediators, and interventions potentially mitigating this effect. This is discussed alongside automation-induced complacency, or insufficient monitoring of automation output. A mix of subject specific and freetext terms around the themes of automation, humaneautomation interaction, and task performance and error were used to search article databases. Of 13 821 retrieved papers, 74 met the inclusion criteria. User factors such as cognitive style, decision support systems (DSS), and task specific experience mediated AB, as did attitudinal driving factors such as trust and confidence. Environmental mediators included workload, task complexity, and time constraint, which pressurized cognitive resources. Mitigators of AB included implementation factors such as training and emphasizing user accountability, and DSS design factors such as the position of advice on the screen, updated confidence levels attached to DSS output, and the provision of information versus recommendation. By uncovering the mechanisms by which AB operates, this review aims to help optimize the clinical decision-making process for CDSS developers and healthcare practitioners.
ABSTRACT
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BACKGROUND
Clinical decision support systems (CDSS) have great potential to improve clinical decisions, actions, and patient outcomes 1 2 by providing advice and filtered or enhanced information, or by presenting prompts or alerts to the user. However, most studies of CDSS have emphasized the accuracy of the computer system, without placing clinicians in the role of direct users. Although most decision support systems (DSS) are 80e90% accurate, it is known that the occasional incorrect advice they give may tempt users to reverse a correct decision they have already made, and thus introduce errors of overreliance. 3 These errors can be classified as automation bias (AB), 4 by which users tend to over-accept computer output 'as a heuristic replacement of vigilant information seeking and processing. ' 5 AB manifests in errors of commission (following incorrect advice) and omission (failing to act because of not being prompted to do so) when using CDSS. Indeed, the implementation of interventions such as CDSS can actually introduce new errors. 6 However, AB has not previously been properly defined or examined; the negative effects need investigation particularly in the healthcare field, where decision errors can have severe consequences. It is currently unclear how frequently AB occurs and what the risk factors are and so a systematic review of the current literature was carried out to clarify the nature of AB.
Automation bias and complacency
Previous investigation of AB has primarily focused on the aviation sector. The examination of human factors involved in healthcare systems is more recent, and no systematic reviews of the reliance (over-reliance in particular) phenomenon relating to healthcare have been identified so far. In a study examining the enhancement of clinical decisionmaking by the use of a computerized diagnostic system, Friedman et al 7 noticed that in 6% of cases, clinicians over-rode their own correct decisions in favor of erroneous advice from the DSS. Despite the high risk associated with medication error, there is little direct research into over-reliance on technology in the healthcare and CDSS fields.
Often the literature has looked solely at overall clinical or DSS accuracy and clinical outcomes without investigating etiology and types of errors. More recent papers have started to examine the human factors relevant to appropriate design and use of automation in generaldfor example, trust 8 and other social, cognitive, and motivational factors. As the concept is relatively new and undefined, a number of synonyms have been used in the literature to describe the concept of AB, including automation-induced complacency, 9 overreliance on automation, and confirmation bias. 10 In a recent literature review, Parasuraman et al 11 discuss AB and automation-induced complacency as overlapping concepts reflecting the same kind of automation misuse associated with misplaced attention: either an attentional bias toward DSS output, or insufficient attention and monitoring of automation output (particularly with automation deemed reliable). Parasuraman et al note that commission and omission errors result from both AB and complacency (although they mention that commission errors are more strictly the domain of AB). There is a lack of consensus over the definition of complacency. Complacency appears to occur as an attention allocation strategy in multitasking where manual tasks are attended to over monitoring the veracity of the output of automation. Automation bias can also be found outside of < Additional materials are published online only. To view these files please visit the journal online (www.jamia.org/ content/19/1.toc).
multitask situations, and occurs when there is an active bias toward DSS in decision-making.
Although the focus of this review is on AB, due to the theoretical overlap and vagaries with current definitions, it will also include papers which imply complacency effects as these also affect the misuse of or over-reliance on automation literature. Similar outcomes in terms of commission or omission may mean that one effect may be conflated by or confused with another. Studies relating to AB are identified and examined separately from those on automation complacency.
REVIEW AIM AND OBJECTIVES
The overall aim is to systematically review the literature on DSS and AB, particularly in the field of healthcare. The specific review objectives are to answer the following questions: < What is the rate of AB and what is the size of the problem? < What are the mediators for AB? < Is there a way to mitigate AB?
PRISMA methodology 12 was used to select articles, and involved identification, screening, appraisal for eligibility, and qualitative and quantitative assessment of final papers.
REVIEW METHODS Sources of studies
The main concepts surrounding the subject of AB are DSS intervention, the DSSdhuman interaction, and task performance and error generation. These were the key themes used in a systematic search of the literature. As initial searches indicated little healthcare specific evidence, it was decided to include a number of databases and maintain wide parameters for inclusion/exclusion to identify further relevant articles.
The search took place between September 2009 and January 2010 and the following databases were searched: MEDLINE/ PubMed, CINAHL, PsycInfo, IEEE Explore, and Web of Science.
No timeframe limit was set for any database and the language filter was set to English language studies only.
According to the three concepts illustrated in figure 1 , MeSH search terms, context specific freetext search terms, and nonMeSH index terms were combined. The details are available on request. The field of healthcare was the focus for the search, but papers from any discipline were considered.
Eligibility criteria for studies
It was clear from preliminary searches that the review should not be limited to a specific field. Investigation of decision support and automation in non-healthcare disciplines can supply valuable information on humanecomputer systems and cognitive biases, and provide recommendations on how to debias individuals. The exploratory nature of the research justified a broad, multi-disciplinary search in order to identify the widest cross-section of papers. All study settings and all papers irrespective of the level of the user's expertise were considered.
The first search of databases identified 14 457 research papers (inclusive of duplicates).
Inclusion criteria
Papers were included which investigated: < human interaction with automated DSS in any field (eg, aviation, transport, and cognitive psychology), but particularly healthcare. < empirical data on automation use, especially those which incorporated a subjective user questionnaire or interview. < the appropriateness and accuracy of use of DSS.
Particular attention was given to papers explicitly mentioning AB, automation misuse, or over-reliance on automation, or terms such as confirmation bias, automation dependence, or automation complacency.
Outcome measures
Papers were included which reported: < assessment of user performance (the degree and/or appropriateness of automation use), which included: < indicators of DSS advice usagedconsistency between DSS advice and decisions, user performance, peripheral behaviors (such as advice verification), or response bias indicators.
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< indicators of the influence of automation on decision-making, such as pre-and post-advice decision accuracy (eg, negative consultations, where a pre-advice decision is correct and changed to an incorrect post-advice decision), DSS versus non-DSS decision accuracy (higher risk of incorrect decisions when bad advice is given by DSS vs control group decisions), and correlation between DSS and user accuracy (the relationship between falling DSS accuracy and falling user decision accuracy), such as user sensitivity i and specificity ii with varying DSS accuracy. < analysis of error types (such as those of commission or omission) and reasons for user error, or ineffective DSS use.
Screening and eligibility
See online supplementary appendix 1 for the stages of the literature retrieval process. Obvious duplicate articles were removed at stage 1 and the remainder were removed at stage 2 using Endnote and a visual search.
Reliability
When articles were extracted from a pseudo-randomized sample of papers, the crude rate of agreement between two reviewers was 87%. Cohen's kappa was 0.8436; according to Landis and Koch 14 who formulated a table for assessing kappa significance, this result implies 'almost perfect agreement.'
Quality assessment
Once the full article had been read, the papers were scored for internal and external validity and for relevance to the review aims. Generic paper quality was scored according to items adapted from the PRISMA CONSORT checklist. Paper relevance was scored according to the outcome measures and inclusion criteria and structured according to Population, Intervention, Figure 1 Diagram of search concepts.
i Sensitivity measures the proportion of correctly identified true positives; higher sensitivity is related to a lower false negative rate.
ii Specificity measures the proportion of negatives which are correctly identified; higher specificity is related to a lower false positive rate.
Control, and Outcome (PICO). Three papers were removed from the final sample because they were not relevant to the final study. Quality assessment was kept fairly flexibledJuni et al 15 advise against overly rigorous scoring and selection of studies based on a threshold, advocating that papers should be selected on their individual merits to avoid skewing results.
Data extraction
The results were organized and tabulated according to an extended PICO framework (see online supplementary table) according to: < Population: all users, any demography, background, or level of expertise < Design < Intervention/exposure < Comparison: groups not using automated decision support, or different forms of decision support (non-automated or automated but a different design), or before and after design < Outcome measures: assessment of user performance; error types and reasons for user error < Other relevant information.
FINDINGS
From an initial 13 821 papers (after removal of duplicates), a total of 74 studies were found (table 1) which satisfied the inclusion/exclusion criteria. The concept of AB was first discussed and continues to be explored most fully in the aviation field.
The main areas of clinical study are based around computer aided detection (CAD) type DSS 16 followed by ECG use. 17 Two studies investigating general diagnostic-based CDSS (eg, QMR, Iliad) were found. 7 18 Other DSS include more domain-specific DSS related to ECG reading, 17 19 20 skin lesions, 21 antibody identification, 22 and chest pain. 23 
DISCUSSION
The rate and extent of AB Automation bias appears to be a fairly robust and generic effect across research fields. Most studies found that DSS improved user performance overall, even when the advice given was inappropriate, 22 although some showed overall decreases in performance. 23 Regarding outcome measures, errors relating to erroneous DSS output were recognized in terms of negative consultations, 7 18 20 24 25 percentage of erroneous advice cases followed, 17 19 26 27 and more indirect implied measures of AB such as a decrease in accuracy when DSS is inaccurate, 23 28e30 or if there is a correlation between decreasing DSS accuracy and decreasing user accuracy.
31e33
Studies on CAD focused on AB effects, showing mixed results and distinguishing between errors of commission and omission as regards sensitivity and specificity. Four studies showed a decrease in both measures with inaccurate DSS due to AB.
16 34e36 Four reports showed contrasting effects on sensitivity and specificity, finding increased sensitivity with a decrease in specificity with CAD.
37e40 It was found that CAD interventions can decrease reported specificity without decreasing sensitivity 35 39 41 but have also been found to increase specificity with no effect on sensitivity. 42 Some studies explicitly state that no AB was found despite there being the opportunity for it to emerge. 42e44 Moberg et al 42 stated this was mostly due to false-positive targets detected with CAD output being generally different from those detected by human observers, thus it was relatively easy for observers to disregard false-positives, the potential cost of higher automation error being mitigated by pilot strategy, whereby the sounding of an alert led to a closer scrutiny of the raw data.
Four papers in the healthcare field found that user accuracy decreased with erroneous DSS intervention in comparison with a non-intervention control group. Results from these four papers were pooled in a small, indicative meta-analysis on the basis that they assessed the percentage of erroneous decisions following incorrect advice given by CDSS compared to a non-CDSS control. The studies were homogeneous in terms of methodology, control group, intervention type, and field of study and had high quality scores. The CDSS analyzed were non-interruptive in nature and the advice text-based. The studies also analyzed commission errors, which are more clearly AB than complacency errors. These were included in a ManteleHaenszel (M-H) method random effects model, risk ratio analysis, iii at the 95% confidence level. Studies are summarized in the online supplementary appendix 2. The risk ratio was 1.26 (95% CI 1.11 to 1.44); erroneous advice was more likely to be followed in the CDSS groups than in the control groups and when in error the CDSS increased the risk of an incorrect decision being made by 26%.
iv The RevMan program was used to analyze the papers and the results are shown in figure 2.
Non-controlled effectsdnegative consultations
Negative consultations are the clearest measure of AB, for example, as compared to the percentage of incorrect decisions following incorrect advice, which could be conflated by users having the same incorrect pre-advice decision (thus no ABgenerated decision 'switching' will have occurred, despite being included in the calculation). Four studies with similar designs reported on this outcome. The proportion of decisions which demonstrated this ranged from 6% 7 to 11% 25 of cases in prospective empirical studies.
Friedman et al 7 found positive consultations, where the correct diagnosis was present after consultation but not before, in 12% of cases; negative consultations were observed in 6% of cases. The resultant net gain was 6%. Berner et al 18 found that in 21 cases (of 272) the correct unaided answer was changed to an incorrect answer after DSS use; 8% were negative consultations. Westbrook et al 24 found that system use resulted in a 21% improvement in clinicians' answers, from 29% correct before system use to 50% after system use, however 7% of correct 1993e1996  1  3  6  1  0  0  11  1997e2000  1  4  8  0  0  1  14  2001e2004  7  3  6  4  1  2  23  2005e2008  6  5  7  1  2  4  25  2009  1  1  Total  15  16  27  6  3  7  74 CAD, computer aided detection; HCI, Human-Computer Interaction.
iii The fixed effects model assumes that all studies are based on a common population, and that the effect size (OR) is not significantly different among the different trials. The random effects assumption (made in a random effects model) is that the individual specific effects are uncorrelated with the independent variables. iv
The overall effect was significant, p<0.0005. Tests for heterogeneity were not significant (p>0.05), implying that the variation in underlying intervention effects across studies was not significant. pre-use answers were changed incorrectly. A similar study by McKibbon and Fridsma, 25 which examined how clinicianselected electronic information resources improved physicians' answers to simulated clinical questions, found a negative consultation rate of 11%.
Interruptive DSS in aviation
Interruptive DSS studies into AB were mainly found in the field of aviation research. Skitka et al found commission errors to be higher than omission errors in two studies into AB, 4 45 while Mosier et al 46 found 55% omission rates and 0% commission rates in an aviation study. Many reports did not distinguish between omission and commission rates, reporting overall errors only. Automation complacency error rates for interruptive systems have been shown to increase if a DSS is highly (but not perfectly) reliable, leading to overtrust and complacency 47e50 and to decrease if it is less reliable (but not highly, obviously unreliable). Lower levels of reliability can paradoxically inspire better performance due to lower complacency levels, 49 for example, Madhavan and Wiegmann 51 set the optimal threshold at 70% reliability before performance degrades or the DSS is disused.
Causes of AB
When AB is reported, it ranges from a significant problem 17 19 which may render DSS unhelpful on balance (according to the rate and severity of automation error) to a lesser problem where it is still worthwhile given the benefits. 40 Investigation of potential effect modifiers is crucial for understanding the underlying causes of AB.
Experience
General and DSS-specific experience has been shown to affect the tendency toward over-reliance in eight papers. Reports which focus on complacency 52 and AB 53 suggest that task inexperience may lead to automation-related errors, however inexperienced users showed the best overall improvement from using DSS. 39 If user have been trained, experience may decrease over-reliance on automation by different mechanisms; in complacency it may familiarize users with baseline reliability, and in AB it may highlight the risk of accepting incorrect information, promoting verification of uncertain output. Walsham et al 54 showed that despite no apparent improvement in performance, CAD improved the subjective confidence of one less experienced user, while it improved only the overall performance of less versus more experienced users; CAD can lead to a mismatch of decision confidence against actual performance, and is of greater value to users with less task experience. Automation bias occurs more often with task inexperienced users 53 55 but can occur with more experienced users. 39 Physicians with greater experience may be less reliant on DSS and be more likely to recognize incorrect advice. 7 21 53 In an experiment examining reliance on medication management systems, Ho et al 30 found that age was a factor in DSS related error, with older users making more errors, although this may be an indirect relationship mediated by experience. Conversely, regarding complacency, Bailey and Scerbo 47 found that specific DSS experience decreased monitoring of performancedfamiliarity led to desensitization and habituation effects.
Confidence and trust
Experience may be positively related to user confidence. Three papers reporting the results of multitask experiments, showed that increased confidence 47 49 56 in the user's own decision decreased reliance on external support, whereas trust in the DSS increased reliance. 56 Similarly, Dreiseitl and Binder 21 showed that physicians were more likely to be biased by automation and accept DSS advice when they were less confident of their own diagnosis. Lee and Moray 57 state that automation reliance is essentially a trade-off between self-confidence and trust in the DSS. The relationship between trust 30 58 and automation reliance has arguably been the subject of most research on complacent behaviors 47e49 59 60 and AB. 51 56 61e63 Trust is possibly the strongest driving factor in over-reliance, when trust is incorrectly calibrated against system reliability. This may be a general trend in human judgment, for example, Dzindolet et al 62 demonstrated that users had a predisposition to trust, or had a 'positivity bias' toward, a automated aid over a human one and commit AB error. Higher perceived automation pedigree 51 (for example novice vs expert systems) also affects reliance, increasing trust in the system.
Individual differences
Individual differences in reliance have been found for example, to affect the potential for complacency 9 47 59 and also for predilection for certain decision strategies such as maximization 63 or non-compensatory decision strategies (vs compensatory) which use minimal information on which to base decisions. 64 Underlying personality and cognitive characteristics may predispose some users to committing automation based errors in terms of both AB 30 46 61 63 65 and complacency. 9 59 Producing DSS which provide good cognitive fit could decrease AB error rates.
Task type
The task type itself may affect how users rely on external automated advice. More complex tasks and higher workloads are posited to increase reliance 47 by placing stress on cognitive capacity. Users may become biased to overuse automated advice under increased workload 61 or may be prone to automation complacency. 66e68 Xu et al, 44 however, found that in contrast to this, increased trial difficulty improved performance, suggesting it decreased user complacency and led to closer inspection of the data. Factors which increase external pressures on an individual's Figure 2 RevMan meta-analysis output of four papers showing erroneous advice followed (of total opportunities).
cognitive capacity may shift reliance toward external support. Prinzel et al 59 found that the relationship between perceived workload and complacency error was mediated by users' intrinsic complacency potential. Those with a high complacency potential were more likely to report higher perceived workload and have lower monitoring performance. Sarter and Schroeder 55 suggested that high time pressure could bias a user toward DSS usage. Both AB and complacency errors are thought to arise from reallocation of attention 11 ; putting pressure on cognitive resources could either bias a user toward heuristically using DSS output, or over-relying on automation to provide correct output so attention can be channeled toward other tasks.
These factors both place stress on cognitive capacity. As an adaptive measure users tend to then rely on DSS to compensate; if the DSS is reliable this is performance enhancing, if not, it can lead to new errors.
Automation bias avoidance Implementation factors
Research indicates that certain measures can help prevent overreliance on decision support. One study found that making users aware of the DSS reasoning process 62 increased appropriate reliance, thus reducing AB. Increasing accountability for decisions may also prevent AB. However, while two studies 45 65 showed that external manipulation of accountability increased vigilance and thus decreased AB, another study 46 showed that external manipulations did not have this affect but that users' internal perceptions of accountability diddpeople who perceived themselves to be accountable made less AB errors. Similarly, one study 32 found a positive relationship between DSS misuse and negative attitudes in a workplace and shared social norms; therefore, improving the working culture may help appropriate DSS use. Papers have assessed the effect of training on appropriate DSS use; linked to experience discussed above, training may increase the likelihood of recognizing DSS error and thus reduce AB (particularly commission errors). 45 However, Parasuraman et al cite a Mosier et al 69 study which implied training had no impact on AB. Complacency error 52 68 70 is more clearly reduced by training than AB.
Design of DSS
The design of the DSS can affect how users regard advice. To reduce complacency error, adaptive task allocation 71 dvarying reliability rather than keeping it constant 9 72 dwas found to increase vigilant behavior and improve appropriate reliance. The position of advice on the screen can affect the likelihood of AB. Berner et al 18 found that display prominence increased AB, affecting the likelihood of a decision being changed after adviced prominent incorrect advice is more likely to be followed. However, Singh et al 73 found that while DSS intervention produced more complacent performance compared to a manual control, centrally (vs peripherally) locating the monitoring task on the screen made no difference to this performance. In another study into automation complacency, Yeh and Wickens 60 investigated system factors; too much on-screen detail makes people less conservative, thus increasing biases. This study also found, conversely, that increasing scene realism appeared to increase conservative decisions. McGuirl and Sarter 56 found that updating the confidence level of the DSS alongside pieces of advice (as opposed to providing one overall fixed confidence level for the system) improved the appropriateness of user reliance, decreasing AB. Sarter and Schroeder 55 suggested that status displays (vs command type displays) rendered imperfect DSS less likely to cause ABdwhile display helps with detecting a problem, command type advice cuts out a step in the decisionmaking process and thus may be prone to overuse under time pressure.
Thus there is evidence that AB can be mitigated by decreasing the prominence of DSS output, but there is no evidence for this in complacency, while complacency can be reduced by adaptive task allocation. Automation bias can be reduced by decreasing on-screen detail, updating advice confidence levels, and providing supportive information rather than commands.
OVERALL CONCLUSION
Although research does exist which demonstrates the AB effect, there appear to be few definitive and deliberate studies examining how inaccurate DSS advice affects the user's decision.
There are a number of factors (in terms of user, DSS, task, and environmental characteristics) which may directly or indirectly impact a user's tendency to accept inaccurate advice, and the ways this can be mitigated. The primary drivers for AB and complacency may be user calibration of the trade-off between trust and confidence. This is tempered by individual predisposition in terms of cognitive style and technology acceptance. Task specific and previous DSS experience may act on primary drivers to influence reliance on DSS. Environmental factors such as task complexity and workload, and time pressure can also place pressure on cognitive resources leading to more heuristicbased use of DSS output; if output is incorrect, this can lead to over-reliance. Methods to mitigate AB include implementation and DSS design factors. Increasing user accountability for decisions and DSS training improve appropriate reliance. The presentation of additional information such as up-to-date DSS confidence levels can improve appropriate reliance, as can design factors such as the position of advice on the screen and mode of advice (for example, information vs recommendation). Parasuraman and Manzey 11 carried out a broad review of the literature, including theoretical and anecdotal papers, outlining complacency and AB in several research fields. The focus and scope of this review systematically expands on empirical evidence for AB rates, causes, and mitigators within the healthcare field.
Many factors and complacency effects, which are likely to be interlinked, are involved in AB. Even though the nature of AB is not clear, there are enough studies, discussion papers, and anecdotal evidence to imply that it is a consistent effect. It is postulated frequently but lacks clear empirical evidence.
Limitations
The major unresolved issue is the incidental nature of the reporting of AB. Key papers do not examine this phenomenon and thus it is not mentioned explicitly in their titles, abstracts, or even full text. In addition, both AB and complacency processes remain ill defined; the posited overlap and similarity in error types call for more research on the differences in and relationships between the concepts (such as the integrated model proposed by Parasuraman et al 11 ). The effect is usually found in a post-hoc analysis of data, and the data reported often show indirect, implicit, evidence of AB. This also means that papers with this finding are likely to have high heterogeneity in their search engine indexing.
Another issue is the heterogeneity of results, which only allowed a smaller meta-analysis to be carried out. Heterogeneity within papers regarding materials, methodology, and outcome measures, can render direct comparisons difficult. 74 In this instance, systematic review may be best undertaken within the context of a literature review of hypothetical factors to give broader context and meaning to these results.
To address the gaps in empirical evidence due to the anecdotal nature of the available evidence for AB, this review focused on quantitative evidence. However, randomized controlled trials may not be the best method to assess over-reliance on technology in real world settings. Studies based on fieldwork, such as that reported by Campbell et al, 75 should be examined in conjunction with more controlled evidence to fully understand the nature of AB.
This review aims to provide an evidence base for the existence of AB. DSS designers, policy makers, implementers, and users should be aware of the nature of automation-induced errors. Given the potentially serious outcomes resulting from incorrect medical decisions, it would be beneficial to examine the negative impact of introducing automated clinical advice, as well as the overall positive effects of CDSS on medical decision-making.
